2021 ANNUAL REPORT
JUMP Math is pleased to present its FY2021 annual
report. During this period, our program reached almost
250,000 students globally, including 14,900 students
learning in remote Indigenous communities.
We are an award-winning registered charity founded by
Dr. John Mighton in 2002 with the vision of creating an
equitable and numerate society for all through
mathematics education.
“ We support JUMP Math because we believe that
math proficiency can be a great equalizer.”
Rebecca Scovel, Director, M.E.H. Foundation

We believe that everyone can be great at mathematics.
We empower educators and students with researchinformed, curriculum-aligned resources and approaches
that instill confidence and spark a life-long love of
mathematics.
We collaborate with those advancing education around
the world to foster human potential and well-being.
JUMP Math’s resources (Grades K-8) are used in
elementary schools and homes across Canada and the
US, as well as several other countries including Spain,
Chile, Colombia, and Bulgaria.

PANDEMIC RESPONSE
With lengthy school closures due to COVID-19, JUMP Math quickly pivoted to
support teachers, students, and families. Through different projects, we:
• Provided free digital math resources and training webinars for teachers.
• Helped kids bridge math learning gaps with new online activities for families,

with funding from the Laidlaw Foundation.
• Piloted a new approach to after-school math tutoring at 18 high-priority

schools across Toronto (in partnership with the Toronto Foundation for
Student Success’ Beyond 3:30 program) and reached 800 at-risk students.

2021 ACHIEVEMENTS
• Named a Top 10 Impact Charity by Charity Intelligence Canada for

the twelfth time, and also a Top 5 Impact: Canadian Youth Charity.
• Awarded $500,000 from the Ontario Government to create new

online Financial Literacy resources in French and English for
Grade 4–9 teachers and students.
• Supported 4,152 students with free resources through the 2021

National Book Fund, funded by TD Bank Group.
• Developed and launched a new, fully-accessible website, featuring

an online store, free Resource Centre and blog, with the support of
volunteers from IBM’s Service Corps.

“ We strongly believe that JUMP Math’s
evidence-based approach provides
practical, accessible, and communityfocused solutions to addressing
long-standing challenges and barriers
facing students at the margins of the
education system. This is especially
true for students who are further
disadvantaged by disruptions the
pandemic has caused… ”
Jehad Aliweiwi, Executive Director,
Laidlaw Foundation

Since 2002, JUMP Math has reached
over 1.5 million students worldwide.

“ JUMP Math has been the best math resource
I have implemented in my 25+ years of teaching
experience.” Grade 5 Teacher, Alberta

GLOBAL REACH IN 2021

9,700
248,000
14,900

ELEMENTARY TEACHERS REACHED

STUDENTS REACHED THROUGH
RESOURCES & CHARITABLE PROGRAMS

STUDENTS LEARNING IN REMOTE
INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES

“ JUMP Math really is a great program. My boys are
off at university now, but I used it to supplement
their in-school learning. I am not strong in math…
so found JUMP Math and we used it all the way up.”
JUMP Math Parent

View a full list of our 2021 supporters.

2021 MAJOR DONORS (over $25,000)
Government of Ontario
Laidlaw Foundation
McConnell Foundation
M.E.H. Foundation

In 2021, JUMP Math was recognized by
Charity Intelligence Canada as:

IBM Service Corps
TD Bank Group
Young Fund at Hamilton Community Foundation
YMCA Canada

FINANCIALS

Certain of the prior year's figures have been reclassified to conform to the current year's method of presentation in the financial statements.
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